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1. 1.1 V/hat is an 'outbreak' of a disease? (10 marks)

1,2 Briefly describe two special rneasures of disease frequency that can be used in describing

( an outbreak of an infectious disease.

1.3 Outline the steps involved in investigating an outbreak'

2. 2.1 Define tlre ternrs 'Attributable Risk'and 'Population Attributable Risk'.

(20 marks|

t70 rnarks)

(30 marks)

2.2 ln a study conducted to evaluate association between exposure to household air

pollution (HAP) and development of bronchial asthma, aOO pa'{lcipants were recruited.

Among them 125 were exposcd io HAP. After a period of one year,75 of the exposed
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2.7.i C;lculaic thc Attribut;';lc P.i:k of il.n t in causing brcnchial asthrna.

?-.?..2 lf prevalence of HAP is 3A% in the gerieral population, what is the Population

Attributable Risk of HAP for asthma in tlre population? 
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A 2 years-old boy w'as brought to hospital u'ith a llistory olexcessive bleeding after minor cut injury.
IJe is having a past history of frequent bruises. i-{is two maternal uncles are having a history of
bleeding tendency. --r -'

What is the most likely diagnosis/ diagnoses? (10 marks)

@3.2. A blood sarnple for coagulation stuelies was sent from ETU.

3.2.1. State the sample requirement for coagulation studies.

(20 marks)

t(

3-2-2. List live rejection criteria related to coagulation studies. (30 marks)

3.2.3. Coagulation studies show the following results.

pT _ t2 sec (!2- 14 sec)

ApTl- - 85 sec (?6 * 35 sec)

Briefiy expiain the next step you wourd rdo to arrive at a criagnosis.

i1*5 marks)
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3.2.4. Discuss trvo other investigations you need to do to arrive at a complete definitive diagnosis.

(25 marks)
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2.1. Li:it the anticoagulants comrnonl,'- r-rsed irr haematology laboratory. (10 marks)

2.2 Brieflv explain the actions of the anticoagulants stated above.
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(20 marks)v
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1.1 State the cfl'ects of the abovc anticoaguiants cn luil blood count test. (20 marks)
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2.4 Briefly explain the two major principles used in automated hacmalology analy.scr. (50 *;::
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